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Foreword

2018 was a busy year for Nordic private equity, with
record amounts invested in both venture and buyout
companies. Nordic venture funds secured €528 million
in fresh capital, bringing the total raised over the past
three years to €3.7 billion. That is more than double
what was amassed in 2013-2015. Buyout funds raised a
record amount of money in a calendar year with €22.4
billion, driven by EQT VIII, the biggest private equity
fund in the region.
There was, however, a slowdown in the second half
of 2018 in both fundraising and transactions. The exit
market was the slowest in eight years and private
equity-backed IPOs slowed sharply. It is too early to
tell whether this is the beginning of a deeper downturn
or a minor correction, but the increased uncertainty is
likely to affect the whole industry in 2019.
For Argentum, 2018 was a very active year. We
delivered both record annual financial results and
all-time high distributions from our fund investments.
By the end of the year, Argentum was invested in more
than 130 buyout and venture funds, making us one of
the largest limited partners in the Nordics.

This gives us unique insight into the Nordic private
equity market – insight we by this report want to share
with you.
Argentum tracks all private equity transactions in the
Nordics and publishes quarterly analyses from the
Nordic market. For 2018, Argentum’s team has put
together an extended edition of our quarterly reports.
The state of Nordic private equity 2018 is based on
Argentum’s data and estimates, information received
from the funds in Argentum’s portfolio and interviews
with fund managers. I would like to thank everyone
who shared their insights and contributed to the
report.
I hope you will enjoy the state of Nordic private equity
2018.

Joachim Høegh-Krohn
CEO Argentum
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Round-up of Nordic private equity in 2018
BUYOUT

148

investment deals worth an aggregate
13.3 billion in equity value

28%

of investors were non-Nordic

VENTURE

256

investment deals,
up by 31 from 2017

Equity investments worth
an aggregate

€786m
invested in 256 transactions

€22.4bn €528m
raised by buyout funds

venture funds raised
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EXITS

143

exits in Nordic private equity,
down by 20% from 2017

6

private equity-backed IPOs as
market conditions deteriorated

€13.3bn
INVESTED

Nordic buyout activity rose to a record in 2018 with €13.3 billion invested in a total of 148
transactions. The industry was driven by several large deals and an increased interest from
non-Nordic managers.
The €13.3 billion is by far the highest amount invested
in a calendar year and a 67 percent increase from
2017. One contributing factor to the record amount
was the completion of several large- and mega-cap
deals. Among the large transactions was EQT’s merger
of hearing aid companies Sivantos and Widex in a
company valued at more than €7 billion, U.S. investor
Hellmann & Friedman’s €4.4 billion delisting of Danish
payments service Nets and CVC Capital Partners’
purchase of Mehiläinen, a Finnish private health care
provider, from Triton and KKR.
Average deal size increases
The average deal size was €90 million last year, rising
from €61 million in 2017 and more than doubling
from 2016. However, about 60 percent of the capital
was invested in the ten largest deals, according to
Argentum estimates. Excluding these, the average size
was about €38 million.
18 percent of the equity investments were above €100
million, and 12 percent were in the €50-100 million
range. Most, or 47 percent, were between €10-50
million, while 23 percent of the deals came in below

€10 million. Among the most active fund managers in
2018 was Via Equity, Adelis Equity, Altor and Norvestor.
Both 2018 and 2017 were record-breaking years in
terms of invested capital, with more than €21 billion
invested, following from firms having a lot of free
capital to invest. In comparison, the amount invested
in 2017 and 2018 is just €3 billion lower than the
amount invested over the four years from 2013 to 2016.
Slowdown in second half of 2018
Activity peaked in the second quarter when €6.5
billion was invested in the buyout space, marking
only the third time that investments topped €3
billion over a three-month period. The fact that the
only times that previously happened was in the two
preceding quarters is a good illustration of just how
hot the market was at the start of 2018. The pace
was more subdued in the second half, with €3.5
billion invested in 70 deals. The slowdown came amid
global headwinds and growing economic uncertainty
stemming from international trade disputes, sliding
stock markets and rising interest rates.
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Buyout space booms in 2018

“The jury is still out on whether this will be a dramatic
downturn,” said Thomas Hofvenstam, head of the
Nordic region at Triton. “The weakening market
conditions are affecting investment activity. For
example, we always analyse how sensitive potential
portfolio companies are to macro factors and we
look at how companies will be affected by a cyclical
downturn. Given where we are now, cyclical sectors
make less interesting investment cases unless
valuations are attractive.”

Investments in the technology and communication
sectors also increased and made up just below a
quarter of the aggregate. Industrials are still the leading
area, soaking up a third of the investments.

Investments in the consumer sector have been
increasing annually and reached a high of 37 last year,
accounting for a quarter of the total. They are driven
by growth in less cyclical segments such as household
durables, household products and consumer services.

Given that Sweden is the biggest economy in the
region, it’s not surprising that Swedish companies
attracted the majority of buyout activity with 54
investments. After a decline in 2017, investments grew
by 26 percent in Sweden and by 24 percent in Finland,
reaching record levels in both countries. The levels
were unchanged in Norway and Denmark, holding at
historically high levels in Denmark. In fact, looking
at the outright amount invested, Denmark attracted
the most capital in 2018. Four of the five largest
investments in the Nordic region were in Danish

Buyout deals, share per sector, 2018

Buyout deals, share per equity
investment size, 2018
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companies, accounting for almost 80 percent of the
record inflow into the country.

at 13 and Germans at four. The number of deals set a
new record, giving a good indication of the interest
in the region. Managers outside the Nordics were
responsible for seven of the ten largest investments
and invested 57 percent of the capital, marking 2018
as the year international investors really came to play
on the Nordic scene.

Non-Nordic fund managers jump in
Non-Nordic fund managers delivered 28 percent
of the buyout deals in 2018, which is the highest
proportion on record. U.K. investors were the most
active with 18 investments, followed by U.S. investors

Number of deals by home country of investor, 2018
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«Given where we are now, cyclical sectors
make less interesting investment cases
unless valuations are attractive»
Thomas Hofvenstam, head of the Nordic region at Triton
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MEDIAN ENTRY
MULTIPLE

The buoyant activity in the buyout segment in 2018 impacted entry multiples, which increased
for the fifth consecutive year. Median entry multiples are now higher than they were in 2008.
actions are excluded. Adjusting for the 15 deals reveals
a median entry multiple of 9.0x – an increase by 0.2x
from 2017.

Median entry multiples for Nordic buyouts

Median entry multiples, buyouts vs.
all Nordic deals

Median EV/EBITDA multiple

A higher number of large-cap transactions contributed
to the increased multiples in 2018. Argentum has
recorded 15 large-cap transactions in 2018, compared
to seven in 20171. However, the trend of higher pricing
remains the same also when the large-cap-trans-

Despite the uptick in 2018, the Nordic PE industry is
still enjoying more favorable pricing than the general
market in the Nordics. Argentum’s analysis based on
data from Mergermarket shows a median multiple of
12.5x for all Nordic transactions in 2018.
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Entry multiples (EV/EBITDA) for Nordic buyouts
Year

Median

Average

Number of transactions

2014

7.4

7.8

77

2015

8.1

8.8

72

2016

8.1

10.0

75

2017

8.8

10.7

69

2018

9.4

10.9

62

Entry multiples calculated as EV/EBITDA
1 Defined as EV>€500m
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Source for data on all Nordic transactions: Mergermarket

Argentum’s analysis shows that companies was
acquired at a median multiple of 9.4x with an average
of 10.9x in 2018, up from 8.8x in 2017 with an average
of 10.7x. The multiples have been steadily increasing
since 2013, when median multiples were 7.0x with an
average of 7.6x.

Median EV/EBITDA multiple
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9.4x

In focus: Entry multiples
in the buyout segment

25%

Lowest number of buyout
exits in six years

DROP IN EXITS

Exit activity in the Nordic buyout segment saw a sharp drop in the second half of 2018, resulting
in a 25 percent overall drop from 2017. The Norwegian market, historically the most volatile,
saw the largest decline.
Private equity funds completed 73 exits in 2018, down
from a record 97 in 2017. The year started out strong
with 49 exits in the first half but only 24 took place in
the second half. It marks a break from the past five
years, when exits had been stable at about 90 a year.
“The Nordics have seen a strong exit market all the way
back since 2014. Activity levels have been high, and it
has been related to PE-funds releasing returns back to
investors while the market conditions were favourable,”
said Thomas Hofvenstam, head of Triton in the Nordics.
All the Nordic countries saw a decline in 2018. The
Norwegian market experienced the sharpest drop,
with the number of exits halved from the prior year.

In terms of Nordic market share, the Swedish market
has grown steadily since the financial crisis. Sweden
had 31 buyout exits in 2018, twice as many as any of the
other Nordic countries, amounting to a market share
of 42 percent. Sweden was followed by Finland with 15
exits and Denmark with 14 exits.
The distribution of exits, both across sectors and routes,
has been stable over time. Like previous years, trade
sales were the most frequently used exit strategy,
accounting for 44 percent, followed by secondaries
with 29 percent. This is about level with the average
over the past ten years.

Buyout exits

Buyout exits by year and home country
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COMPANIES
LISTED

Private equity-backed IPOs slowed sharply in 2018, with only six Nordic companies listed on the
main stock exchanges. That follows a peak in 2017, when 24 companies were listed.
Five of these companies, Harvia, Bygghemma Group,
Spotify, Calliditas Therapeutics and Netcompany,
were listed during the first half of the year, so the
market came to near halt in the last six months of
2018. The slowdown came amid increased volatility
in stock markets, particularly in the first and fourth
quarter. Deteriorating conditions made investors more
cautious, postponing or putting on hold several stock
listings. The Norwegian technology company poLight
was the only private equity-backed IPO in the second
half of the year.

the cycle has made investors that invest in IPOs more
selective and the number of IPOs has decreased in
the last twelve months. Also, the high IPO activity over
the last few years can simply mean that the funds
have listed the most promising candidates and that
they have decreased the backlog.”
From 2010 to mid-2018, 90 Nordic private equitybacked companies were listed on the main stock
exchanges, with 69 percent of the companies listed
in 2015 or later

Rebecca Farr, investor relations manager at Norvestor,
said that the IPO route has become less attractive in
Norvestor´s segment now than it was a few years ago.
“Norvestor has been in the business for more than 25
years and we have listed 15 portfolio companies since
inception. We previously considered trade sales and
IPOs as the two most attractive exit strategies, but
secondary sales have to a large extent replaced the
IPO route. In our experience, portfolio companies that
have gone through a successful journey with a private
equity fund, are often interested in continuing down
the same path. A new fund with larger resources can
help the company to expand beyond the Nordics.”

Private equity-backed IPOs
30

Number of IPOs
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Private equity-backed IPOs
hit lowest point since 2013
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Thomas Hofvenstam, head of Triton in the Nordics,
said that “increasing concern about where we are in

«We previously considered trade sales and IPOs as the
two most attractive exit strategies, but secondary sales
have to a large extent replaced the IPO route.»
Rebecca Farr, investor relations manager at Norvestor
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Outperforms indexes
The per share value at the end of January 2019 shows
that close to 60 percent of the 90 companies have
seen their share price increase since the IPO. Some 25
companies have gained more than 50 percent, while 14
companies have seen their share price double2.
Private equity-backed IPOs have also outperformed
the broader market. On average, they have beaten
their indexes by 51 percent since their first day of
trading up until the end of January 2019 or the day
they were delisted. The large outperformance is
driven by a handful of companies. However, the
median outperformance is also positive, with an
outperformance of five percent.
Spotify was the largest listing
The largest private equity-backed IPO by a Nordic
sponsor was the listing of Spotify, which is based in

Sweden. The music streaming giant has revolutionized
the way we consume music and reports to have
more than 180 million monthly active users. Spotify
was listed on the New York Stock Exchange in an
untraditional direct listing in April. The company was
backed by several venture funds, including Swedenbased Creandum and Norway-based Northzone.
FSN Capital was among the most active fund
managers in 2018, listing both Denmark-based
Netcompany and Sweden-based Bygghemma Group.
The latter was listed at a market capitalisation of €500
million, while the IPO valued Netcompany at about
€1 billion, making it the second-largest listing in 2018.
Investinor and Industrifonden were also involved in
two listings each, as both took part in the listings of
Calliditas Therapeutics and poLight.

Private equity-sponsored listings in 2018

Company name

Home country
of company

Sector

Private equity fund

Stock exchange

Market cap

Harvia

Finland

Consumer

CapMan Capital Management

NASDAQ Helsinki

€94m

Bygghemma
Group

Sweden

ICT

FSN Capital Partners

NASDAQ Stockholm

€500m

Spotify

Sweden

ICT

New York
Stock Exchange

€19.1bn

Calliditas
Therapeutics

Sweden

Health Care
& Life Science

Investinor, Industrifonden

NASDAQ Stockholm

€153m

Netcompany

Denmark

ICT

FSN Capital Partners

NASDAQ Copenhagen

€1041m

poLight

Norway

ICT

Alliance Venture, Industrifonden,
Investinor, Viking Venture, SINTEF Venture

Oslo Stock Exchange

€42m

Creandum, Northzone, Accel Partners,
Founders Fund, Technology Crossover
Ventures, Kleiner Perkins

The table only includes Nordic companies listed on the main stock exchanges

2 Nordic PE-backed companies that were listed on the main stock exchanges from January 2010 and through June 2018 are included
in the sample. Stock prices have been compared with the main indexes for the relevant stock exchanges. All data on indexes and stock
prices were collected on 23 January 2019. The exception is delisted companies where stock prices and indexes are from the last day of
trading.
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RAISED

Nordic buyout funds raised a total of €22.4 billion across 15 funds, an all-time high driven by
EQT’s record EQT VIII fund. Strong fundraising from the small- and mid-cap segments was also
key, indicating that Nordic fund managers enjoy a high degree of confidence from investors.
A number of major private equity firms last year
delivered record closings. EQT raised its eighth fund
with commitments of €10.75 billion, making the panEuropean fund the largest ever raised by a Nordic
manager. Other large-cap funds also contributed to
the record fundraising, including the €5.0 billion Triton
Fund V and the €4.3 billion Nordic Capital Fund IX.
These three funds accounted for close to 90 percent
of the capital raised in 2018.

€9.2 billion in 2016 through 2018, up from €3.5 billion in
2013-2015. More and more international investors are
seeking exposure to the Nordic mid-market.

This year also looks active. More than 20 funds are
in fundraising or have signaled that they will begin in
2019, aiming to secure more than €5 billion.
Small- and mid-market still going strong
In the small- and mid-cap segment (funds below €1
billion), fundraising fell by more than 40 percent from
2017 but remained at historically high levels. A total of
eleven funds held a preliminary or final closing in 2018,
raising €2.2 billion.
The segment has seen a significant jump over the past
three years with Nordic funds securing more than

“In our experience, foreign LP’s have more insights
about the Nordic private equity market compared to
just a few years back. Where we used to spend time
on explaining the Norwegian part of our investment
angle compared to the rest of the Nordics, our focus
has now shifted to emphasizing how Norvestor differs
from the other Nordic fund managers. International
investors already have knowledge of the Nordic
market and they are familiar with the players in Nordic
private equity,” said Rebecca Farr, investor relations
manager at Norwegian fund manager Norvestor, which
has invested in the lower mid-market across the
Nordics for more than 25 years.
Some eleven small- and mid-market fund managers
held closings in 2018, including Sweden’s IK Investment
Partners, which raised €550 million for its Small Cap
II Fund and Norwegian investor Verdane, which raised
nearly €300 million for its Verdane Edda.

Fundraising by buyout funds

Total fundraising by fund size
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€22.4bn

Buyout fundraising at
record levels

Buyout funds with public closing in 2018 and fund size (€)

Axcel V

617m
Triton Smaller
Midcap fund I

448m
Verdane Edda

295m
EQT VIII

Litorina V

290m

10.75bn

IK Small Cap II Fund

550m

Triton V

5bn
Nordic Capital IX

4.3n
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€786m
INVESTED

The Nordic venture space saw a significant jump in inflow of capital in 2018,
hitting an all-time high of €786 million during the year. That’s up from
€676 million in 2017.
A total of 256 transactions were completed in 2018, up
by 14 percent compared to 2017, reversing the decline
seen over the last three years. The 256 transactions
resulted in an average value of €3.1 million. The deal
value has only ever been higher in 2013, a year that
saw several large investments and where the top three
accounted for 35 percent of the amount. In comparison,
the top three deals last year only accounted for 16
percent of the invested amount.
Sweden and ICT remain strong but are losing ground
Sweden is still out in front compared to its Nordic
peers, attracting 41 percent of the investments. But
its share is showing signs of weakening as the other
Nordic countries are catching up in the venture
segment. The number of investments rose to a record
46 in Denmark from 35 in 2017. Finland had a good year
with 69 investments, an increase of nine from 2017.
The Norwegian venture scene has struggled since
the country was hit hard by a decline in oil prices in

2014, but data for 2018 shows progress is being made
with the number of investments rising to 37 last year.
Number of investments has grown year by year since
2014 when 19 transactions were completed.
“There are more companies coming out of Norway and
the quality of the companies is improving. Compared
to a few years back, the companies have attained a
more global mindset and the management teams are
more sophisticated and have an increased focus on
sales,” said Teodor Bjerrang, founding partner at the
Norwegian technology investor SNÖ Ventures.
“Investment activity in Norway is increasing, not
only from newly established venture funds, but also
from local-angle investors, family offices and foreign
venture funds. The Nordic region is hot among
international investors and Norway is increasingly
attracting capital from outside of the Nordics,”
Bjerrang said.

«The Nordic region is hot among international investors
and Norway is increasingly attracting capital from
outside of the Nordics.»
Teodor Bjerrang, founding partner at the Norwegian technology investor SNÖ Ventures

Venture capital deals

Nordic and non-Nordic fund managers’
share of investments
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Peak year for venture capital
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Non-Nordic fund managers

Venture capital deals, share per sector, 2018
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International investors on the rise
About 30 percent of the investments in the venture
space was carried out by non-Nordic fund managers,
who have been taking a larger share each year over
the past decade. Non-Nordic fund managers invested
57 percent of the capital in 2018 and as shown by
our top 5 list of the largest funding rounds in 2018,
international investors were particularly attracted to
the upper end of the market.
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Technology companies continue to be the main focus
of the Nordic venture market. The sector accounted
for 59 percent of the investments in 2018 and nine out
of the ten largest investments. However, interest in
the sector was low compared with the past four years
and its total share has declined. Investments in the
consumer sector and in health care and life sciences
are gaining greater sway, rising by nine and 18 percent,
respectively.
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Top five finance rounds sponsored by venture funds in 2018, total capital in finance round ($)

HMD Global

100m
Investors: Ginko Ventures
(Switzerland) and other
investors

Galecto Biotech

91m
Investors: OrbiMed (US),
Ysios Capital (Spain)
and other investors

Neo4j

80m
Investors:
Morgan Stanley (US),
One Peak (UK) and
existing investors
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Syncron

67m

Aprea
Therapeutics

57m

Investors:
Investors: Redmile
Summit Partners Group (US), Rock Spring
(US)
Capital (US) and existing
investors
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«There are more companies coming out of
Norway and the quality of the companies
is improving. Compared to a few years
back, the companies have attained a more
global mindset and the management
teams are more sophisticated and have an
increased focus on sales»
Teodor Bjerrang, founding partner SNÖ Ventures
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In focus: Health care and
life sciences on the rise
The Nordic health care and life sciences sector had its most active year ever in 2018. With 46
deals, the sector accounted for 18 percent of all venture capital investments last year, the most
since 2013. Over the past four years, activity has averaged 35 deals a year, with a low point of
just 27 in 2017.
A total of 15 deals, or 33 percent of the investments in
the sector, were handled by non-Nordic fund managers.
Investors from the U.S. were the most active with nine
deals. That’s up from just one deal in 2017 and is more
than double the previous high of four from 2015. French
investors came second with two completed deals during
the year.
“The Nordic life sciences sector is hot, and we see
growing interest from both Nordic and non-Nordic
investors”, said Ingrid Teigland Akay, managing partner
at Hadean Ventures, a newly established venture fund
that will invest in the life sciences space in the Nordics.
“The Nordics have a reputation of producing science of
very high quality, which is a pull factor for international
investors.”

“The Nordic region is becoming increasingly integrated,
at the same time, each of the Nordic countries has
areas of particular strength. Such examples include
Finland’s stronghold in digital health drawing on earlier
successes in the technology sector, Norway’s welldeveloped ecosystems around immune-oncology and
medtech, much helped by the Oslo Cancer Cluster
and Norway Health Tech. Sweden has several welldeveloped clusters including Karolinska, Lund and
Gothenburg, attracting both talent and capital,” said
Teigland Akay. Sweden came out on top as the number
one country for investments in the sector in 2018,
seeing 20 investments. Finland had eleven, Norway
eight and Denmark seven.

Investments in health care and life
sciences by segment
Number of exits

Health care technology on top
A majority of the investments were in companies
focusing on health care technology, followed by health
care equipment and supplies. The two accounted for
65 percent of the investments. They have also seen the
largest growth over the last year, up by seven and ten
investments respectively.
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The sector’s share of all VC investments
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Number of exits

Investments in health care and life sciences by home country of company

Venture exits down by
40 percent since 2016

The number of venture exits fell for a second year, down 40 percent since the peak in 2016.
There is divergent activity among the Nordic countries; while Sweden has been stable in recent
years, Norway and Denmark have both experienced sharp declines.
There were 70 exits last year, a new low in recent
years. After unusually high activity from 2014 to 2016,
exits dropped by 33 in 2017 and 14 in 2018. There were
fewer exits in Norway and Sweden while Finland and
Denmark recovered somewhat from historically low
levels in 2017. More than half of the exits last year were
in Sweden, which follows from the country accounting
for 51 percent of all entries from 2011 to 2015.

The primary exit channel for Nordic venture firms is to
sell to a corporation in the same industry (trade sales).
Some 45 of the 70 exits in the venture capital segment
followed this strategy in 2018. That’s on the same level
as the average over the past ten years.

Exits in ICT on par with historical level
Information communication technology (ICT) companies
have increased their share of exits over time and rose
for the fourth straight year in 2018. The sector last
year accounted for 61 percent of all exits, reflecting
the number of ventures in the sector. While the overall
number of exits was low in 2018, the ICT sector was on
par with the average over the past ten years.

Venture exits

Venture exits by year and home
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Largest venture exits in 2018

€19.1bn

Spotify was listed on the New York Stock Exchange in April at
a market capitalisation of €19.1 billion. The Swedish music giant
was backed by several venture funds, including Creandum,
Northzone and Accel.

€1.9bn

The Swedish mobile payments company iZettle was acquired
in May by U.S.-based PayPal in what was reported to be a
€1.9 billion deal. iZettle was backed by funds managed by SEB
Private Equity, Creandum, Northzone and several non-Nordic
fund managers.

€614m

The mobile game developer Small Giant Games was
purchased by U.S.-based Zynga in December. Funds managed
by Creandum, Profounders, EQT Partners and others were
invested in the Finnish company prior to the sale, which
reportedly valued the company at €614 million.

€153m

The Swedish specialty pharmaceutical company Calliditas
Therapeutics was listed on NASDAQ Stockholm in June at
a capitalisation of €153 million. It was backed by Swedenbased Industrifonden and state-owned Norwegian investor
Investinor.

€690m

Wilson Therapeutics, a Swedish biotechnology company,
was bought by Alexion Pharmaceuticals in a deal that
reportedly valued the company at €690 million. Wilson
Therapeutics was backed by Abingworth Management (UK),
HealthCap Venture Capital (Sweden), MVM Life Science
Partners (UK) and Neomed Management (Norway).
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€528m
RAISED

Fundraising slowed in 2018 with 15 funds securing €528 million, cooling after record activity
levels over the two preceding years. Venture capital fundraising peaked in 2016 with commitments
of €2.3 billion and Nordic funds have secured more than €3.7 billion over the past three years.
The cooling activity came about as none of the large
Nordic venture capital investors held a final closing in
2018. Swedish eEquity and Spintop Ventures led the
way with first closings of €66 million and €57 million,
respectively, in the year. Seed funds had an active
year, with both established and new entrants raising
a total of €162 million across five funds. The pipeline
for 2019 is strong with several funds in the market.
Verdane X has closed in January 2019 on €660 million
in committed capital – already beating last year’s total
fundraising.

Government-owned investors, Norwegian sponsored
seed funds and other initiatives with strong publicsector links saw a decrease over the same period.
These funds raised €188 million in 2016-2018, down
from nearly €473 million in 2013 through 2015.

Private players on the rise
Fundraising in 2016 to 2018 more than doubled from
the three preceding years, driven by higher activity
among the private initiatives. Venture funds, seed
funds and growth funds increased their fundraising to
about €3.5 billion in 2016 through 2018, up from about
€1.1 billion in the prior three-year period. Venture
funds saw the biggest increase, raising €2.6 billion in
2016 through 2018, up from €774 million in 2013-2015.

Fundraising by venture funds

Fundraising split by home country
of fund manager
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Slowdown in venture fundraising
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Venture funds with public first or final closing in 2018
Fund name

Fund manager

Home country

Amount raised in closing

Amundsen

SNÖ Ventures

Norway

€2.4m

eEquity IV

eEquity

Sweden

€66m

First Seed

Skagerak Maturo

Norway

€10m

Idekapital Fund I

Idekapital

Norway

€55m

Katapult Fund

Katapult

Norway

€22m

Kjeller Horisont

Kjeller Innovasjon

Norway

€23m

Luminar Ventures I

Luminar Ventures

Sweden

€55m

Maki.vc Fund I

Maki.vc

Finland

n/a

Nysnø

Nysnø

Norway

€42m

Open Ocean Opportunity Fund

Open Ocean Capital

Finland

€23m

SINTEF Venture V

SINTEF

Norway

€53m

Spintop Ventures III

Spintop Ventures

Sweden

€57m

Vendep Capital Fund II

Vendep

Finland

€36m

Only includes funds with a public closing in 2018
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INTERVIEW

In focus: The future
of Nordic tech
We talked with Northzone’s general partner,
Jeppe Zink, about the state of the venture
market in 2018 and the future for Nordic
venture.
Q: The tech sector attracted 59 percent of the all
venture investments in 2018, how do you think the
sector will develop going ahead?

iZettle was hardware which a lot of VCs avoid, and
Avito was building a market place in Russia, a country
that is beyond the appetite of most VCs. They were
unfashionable when we did the initial investment. As
they started to produce great results, investors wanted
to participate and in hindsight they all look great. If
you are looking for the multi-billion euro winners,
they are just as likely to come from the areas that are
not currently in vogue as from those that have all the
investors’ attention. It’s about finding the entrepreneurs
with the right conviction and superior product going
after a big market.

A: A significant proportion will continue to go to
enterprise software, fintech and direct-to-consumer/
e-commerce companies in the years to come. At
the same time, we see new sectors emerging on the
horizon. While these sectors are too immature to
produce the bulk of deal flow today, they have the
potential to grow significantly. We also see innovations
that cut across sectors, such as AI and machine
learning, continuing to develop and start to deliver
tangible business outcomes.
One sector that is massively interesting is logistics.
Consumers have shifted their purchasing behaviour,
resulting in a need for digitalisation of the whole supply
lines. However, if you look at shipping and related
industries, digitalisation is still low. At Northzone we
have spent a lot of time building our knowledge of the
sector and we have made the first investments, but
there is a lot more to be done.
Mobility is another sector with great potential. Today,
around 40 percent of all urban space is occupied by
carparks and roads. Soon, driverless cars and new
vehicles will change both behaviour patterns and
ownership. This could potentially release large areas
of the urban space and allow us to re-plan our urban
centres. The possibilities that follow are endless.
Q: So, do you think that the next big success from
the Nordics will come from one of these sectors?
A: There are certain sectors that get a lot of attention,
and in these “hot” sectors, valuations can run away.
However, if you look at some of Northzone’s biggest
successes, like Spotify, iZettle and Avito, investors were
not lining up to invest in these companies when we did.
Spotify was rejected by almost every venture investor,

Q: The Nordic venture scene is becoming increasingly
integrated, but there are still some differences
between the countries. In what areas do you see the
biggest differences?
A: The biggest difference is the talent pools of each
country. These are shaped by years of experience
and earlier successes. Sweden for example, has
decades of experience with companies where the
real innovation is in delivering a user-friendly concept.
IKEA revolutionized the way we buy furniture and its
success was based on designers and engineers that
came up with entirely new products that were more
user-friendly. Engineers from Sweden have a unique
consumer focus and it is no surprise that Spotify came
out of Sweden.
In Norway, the talent pool is quite industrial focused
since economy is driven by oil, the support industry
and shipping. Opera is one example of a success that
came out of this talent pool. The Danish talent pool is
focused on enterprise software. They have had som
successes lately, like Unity, Just Eat and Trustpilot, and
these companies have put Copenhagen and Demark
on the map. The Finns have produced major successes
like Supercell and Nokia, and the they can build future
successes on experiences and knowledge from these
giants.
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Argentum
Argentum Asset Management is one of the leading
fund investors in Northern Europe, with an investment
portfolio that comprises more than 130 private equity
funds. The core field of expertise is the evaluation
and selection of private equity funds and fund
managers. In addition to investing in newly
established private equity funds, the operations
include investments in private equity funds through
the secondary market and co-investments with
private equity funds in Argentum’s portfolio.
Argentum is the Norwegian state’s asset manager
for private equity funds and also manages capital for
private investors. Argentum’s objective is to deliver
returns on a par with the best European investors
in private equity funds. By the end of Q3-2018, the
company’s investment portfolio had generated an
annual return of 15.2 percent since the company was
founded in 2001.
Total committed capital in funds and structures
managed by Argentum at the end of Q3-2018
amounted to NOK 13.3 billion.

This report is produced for information purposes only and is not to be treated as investment advice. No representation is made, or assurance given as
to any opinions, projections, forecasts, etc. provided in this report. Investment figures are calculated from equity value and excludes add-on investments.
Number of exits exclude write-offs. Only Nordic companies listed on the main stock exchanges are included in IPO figures. Sources: Argentum’s data,
Argentum’s estimates, public information and interviews with selected fund managers.
We would like to thank Ingrid Teigland Akay - managing partner Hadean Ventures, Jeppe Zink - general partner Northzone, Knut N. Kjær - chairman FSN
Capital, Pål Stampe - partner Altor, Rebecca Farr - investor relations manager Norvestor, Teodor Bjerrang - founding partner SNÖ Ventures and Thomas
Hofvenstam - head of Nordics Triton for sharing their insights and contributing to this report.
©Argentum Asset Management
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